
CABINET MEMBER 
DECISION

Decision:   

That approval is given for South Kesteven District Council to sign a 
lease agreement on a 50-year term with the National Trust for 3.75 
acres of land adjacent to Sedgewick Meadows and Wyndham Park. 
To enable the planting of a commemorative orchard relating to 
Grantham’s aviation and airborne forces heritage. 

(1) Details of Decision

To allow the sustainable development of a commemorative 
community orchard.

(2) Considerations/Evidence

South Kesteven has a rich aviation and airborne forces heritage, celebrated 
in recent years by a series of awareness-raising Council activities and 
publications attracting widespread support.

An opportunity has arisen for the planting of a commemorative orchard in the 
heart of the town as a lasting legacy of the 75th anniversary of D-Day and 
Arnhem, both closely linked to the Grantham area. It will also provide a 
valuable extra green and productive space in the centre of Grantham, 
housing a range of fruit trees for community use and promoting the 
importance of biodiversity.  It will contribute to carbon capture in the heart of 
Grantham and recognises the national importance of tree planting, both of 
which complement SKDC’s ‘Climate Emergency’ carbon reduction targets 
and positive stance towards trees.

South Kesteven District Council, the Wyndham Park Forum, the National 
Trust and Heritage Fruit Trees are working together to deliver the 
commemorative orchard.

Agreement has been reached with the National Trust to lease an area of 
pastureland adjacent to Wyndham Park and Sedgwick Meadows (see 
Appendix One) to SKDC to allow planting of 75 trees, enabling community 
involvement in both planting, maintenance and cropping of fruit.  The National 
Trust has publicly expressed interest in creating 65 orchards across the UK, 
so the organisation is clearly committed to this type of land use.



Trees will be of heritage varieties, with a symbolic planting of American 
maples to denote the American contribution to both conflicts and their 
presence here in 1944.

Heritage Fruit Trees, which has conducted valuable Heritage Lottery funded 
work on engagement with schools, will supply the trees. 

A draft Heads of Terms document has been provided by the National Trust 
and EnvironmentSK has provided a price for ground preparation/digging of 
holes (it’s anticipated that trees will be one/two-year-old bare root specimens 
approx. one metre in height). 

SKDC and the Wyndham Park Forum have liaised with Heritage Fruit Trees 
in Norfolk (who have worked with the Stamford Orchard Group) on 
appropriate tree species and useful mix of fruits, with quotation supplied for 
trees, stakes and tree guards.

Guidance has also been received from National Trust conservation specialist 
Carl Hawke. Costs have been collated for planting, physical assets (benches 
etc) and erection of stock proof fencing to the west of the site to exclude 
cattle. 

The Wyndham Park Forum intend to undertake the grounds maintenance of 
the orchard through the use of their existing volunteers and they also hope 
that the orchard itself will help to attract additional volunteers.

(3) Reasons for Decision:

An opportunity has arisen for the planting of a commemorative 
orchard in the heart of the town as a lasting legacy of the 75th 
anniversary of D-Day and Arnhem, both closely linked to the 
Grantham area. It will also provide a valuable extra green and 
productive space in the centre of Grantham, housing a range of 
fruit trees for community use and promoting the importance of 
biodiversity.
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